Angle Park

Wednesday 22nd July 2020

Weather Condition: Fine
Track Condition: Good

Stewards
- M. Herrmann, J. Evans, M. Fernholz

Veterinary Surgeon
- Dr. C. Doyle

Late Scratchings
- Magic Chariot (R4) - Injury - 10 days

Race 1  G-SIX GIDDY-UP MAIDEN STAKE  388m  TGM

- A swab sample was taken from the winner HURRICANE STORM.
- Entering the back straight HURRICANE STORM ran onto the heels of and dragged down GO SISTER GO which fell as a result checking HURRICANE STORM and inconveniencing ROUND THE BASES and BARCARDI BLAZE. GO SISTER GO regained its footing and completed the course.
- GO SISTER GO was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 2  G-SIX SKY RACING MAIDEN STAKE  388m  TGM

- There were no racing incidents to report.
- GAZZA was vetted after the race with no injury detected.
- MAZZA’S GIRL was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 3  G-SIX SECURE RACING LOGISTICS (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE  388m  TGSE

- EDIE FINNERAN was slow to begin. On the turn off the back straight DUTCH COOKIES moved out checking DEGAS and then DUTCH COOKIES ran very wide until the home straight.

Race 4  G-SIX MCQUEENS TAVERN (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE  388m  TGSE

- On the first turn ACKA JET moved out checking KING PERCY. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 5  ACCCELL THERAPY (5+ WINS N/P) STAKE  388m  SE

- Shortly after the start ROTOR BLADE moved down checking LOUD MISSILE. On the first turn CHARLIE’S CHANCE moved out checking ROTOR BLADE, ROXY’S DAISY and CRACKERJACK CASH. Along the back straight ROTOR BLADE ran onto the heels of CHARLIE’S CHANCE. On the turn off the back straight ROTOR BLADE checked around the heels of CRACKERJACK CASH.

Race 6  GRSA.COM.AU (5+ WINS N/P) STAKE  388m  SE

- On the first turn OSHKOSH ERNY VEE moved down checking TYSON’S A REBEL. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 7  KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE  515m  TGSE

- Shortly after the start DOUBLE ATTITUDE moved down checking SPECTRAL BLADE. Entering the back straight LEKTRA STYLE moved down checking EMERLEY PHANTOM. On the turn off the back straight EMERLEY PHANTOM moved down checking SKY DASHER which made contact with the running rail then moved out checking DOUBLE ATTITUDE and PSYCHOTIC SKY, then shortly after DOUBLE ATTITUDE ran onto the heels of MIDNIGHT CRASH and then SPECTRAL BLADE contacted the back of SKY DASHER.
- SKY DASHER was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 10 days.

Race 8  BGC INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SUPPLIES (5+ WINS N/P) STAKE  515m  SE

- On the first turn TONY’S SPARK lost ground appearing injured. On the turn into the home straight EMERLEY CIRCUIT struck the heels of NIGEL LEE causing EMERLEY CIRCUIT to fall, inconveniencing MENZIES.
- TONY’S SPARK was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 120 days
- EMERLEY CIRCUIT was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 9  G-SIX YOU. ME. 6 WEEKS. (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE  515m  TGSE

- STARLIGHT MEG went up with the lids. Shortly after the start ALLINGA TIANNA moved down checking ZETLAND COUNTY.

Race 10  G-SIX ONLY AT THE DOGS (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE  388m  TGSE

- GYPSY BY DESIGN was slow to begin. Entering the back straight GYPSY BY DESIGN checked around the heels of WOOD VENEER. On the turn off the back straight until the turn into the home straight GYPSY BY DESIGN raced wide. Along the home straight APHORISTIC raced wide.
Race 11  G-SIX @THEDOGSSA (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE  388m  TGSE

-On the first turn BILMAN'S STUNNER moved out checking ELSIE'S CHOICE then shortly after BILMAN'S STUNNER continued out checking ELSIE'S CHOICE and CORDOZA.

Race 12  G-SIX GAP SA (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE  388m  TGSE

-On the first turn DOUBLE BURN moved down checking MR. SPOCK. On the turn off the back straight BURNT GOLD moved out checking PEREGRINE FLIGHT.

* Published subject to correction upon revision